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Resumo:
Descrita pela primeira vez em 1974, a acroqueratodermia 

aquagénica (AA) é uma entidade caracterizada por um enru-
gamento pruriginoso das palmas das mãos com edema as-
sociado após breve contacto com a água. Foi inicialmente 
reportado em crianças com diagnóstico de fibrose quística 
e, nos últimos anos, uma associação entre estas duas con-
dições tem sido estabelecida. Descreve-se o caso de uma 
mulher caucasiana de 21 anos com história de rinossinusite 
crónica e diagnóstico clínico de AA. O estudo realizado reve-
lou uma mutação F508del num dos alelos do gene da fibrose 
quística (CFTR). A AA pode constituir uma manifestação de 
mutações ao nível do gene CFTR e a sua identificação deve 
conduzir a um aconselhamento genético.

Palavras-chave: Queratodermia Palmar e Plantar; Fi-
brose Quística; Mutação; Regulador de Condutância Trans-
membrana em Fibrose Quística.

Abstract:
Described for the first time in 1974, aquagenic wrinkling of 

the palms (AWP) is an entity characterized by pruritic wrinkling 
of the palms with associated oedema after brief contact with 
water. It was first noticed in children diagnosed with cystic fi-
brosis and in the last years the association between these con-
ditions has been established. We report a case of a 21-year-old 
Caucasian woman with history of chronic rhinosinusitis and 
with a clinical diagnosis of AWP. The conducted study revealed 
a heterozygous mutation for p.Phe508del in the cystic fibro-
sis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene. AWP 
might represent a feature of CFTR mutation and its identifica-
tion should lead to a full genetic test counselling.
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Introduction
Aquagenic wrinkling of the palms (AWP) is a dermatolo-

gical condition characterized by skin wrinkling of the palms 
with oedema and confluent whitish papules following brief 
contact with water.1,2 It was first described in 1974 by the 
paediatrician R. B. Elliot in children with cystic fibrosis (CF), 
the most frequent severe autosomal inherited abnormality, 
caused by mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFTR) gene.3 Since then, the asso-
ciation has been confirmed by several smaller studies and 
case reports and also in individuals where a single mutation 
of the CFTR gene has been reported, as well as in patients 
with non-classic CF.

Case Report
A 21-year-old Caucasian woman presented with a 12 mon-

ths history of pruritic wrinkling of the palmar skin after brief con-
tact with water. Symptoms were temporary and spontaneously 
regressed within a few minutes (15 minutes) after hands drying. 
On clinical examination, she developed substantial oedema and 
a whitish papillomatous appearance of the palms after immer-
sion of the hands in water for about 5 to 7 minutes (Fig. 1). 
She had no history of hyperhidrosis or other skin condition, as 
well as no other concomitant diseases, except for chronic rhi-
nosinusitis. She was not on any medication and had no family 
history of CF or upper airway pathology. A clinical diagnosis of 
AWP was made and a full medical routine was ordered, name-
ly chest X-ray, chest computed tomography (CT) scan, sinus 
X-ray, sweat test and spirometry with no abnormality found. A 
complete CFTR gene sequencing was performed, leading to 
the identification of a heterozygous mutation for p.Phe508del. 
No specific treatment was applied; the patient and her family 
were referred to a genetic counselling consultation where global 
genetic counselling was made without family testing.

Discussion
CF is an autosomal recessive disease in the CFTR gene 

leading to abnormal transport of chloride over epithelial mem-
branes that results in reduced electrolyte reabsorption and rai-
sed concentrations of chloride in sweat and organ damage in 
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the respiratory, pancreatic, biliary, reproductive and gastroin-
testinal systems.2,4 Currently, nearly 2 000 mutations have 
been identified and in recent years, with help from the field of 
genetics, the diagnosis of CF has been extended to include 
milder phenotypes regarded as non-classic CF or CFTR rela-
ted disorders.2,5 Some of these patients have mild or no lung 
disease with unusual clinical features such as chronic sinusitis 
or male infertility, and AWP could be another feature that may 
fall in this category.4

The link between CF and AWP was first established in 1974 
but the exact physiological mechanism remains unknown. In 
the past decades, studies documented a prevalence of AWP 
between 78% and 84% in patients with CF and of 25% in CF 
carriers.3,5,6 Nonetheless, in recent years, reports of AWP re-
lated to a carrier state of CF like the one in this article have 
exponentially increase.5

In conclusion, AWP is yet an unknown condition with a 
strong established connection with classic CF, non-classic CF 
and CF carriers. The identification of this phenomenon with a 
directed clinical history, physical examination and appropriate 
complementary study is mandatory and can be of great impact 
in individuals of childbearing age, knowing that the search for a 
mutation in the CFTR gene must be extended to the full gene 
sequencing and not only to the most common mutations as-
sociated with this disease. 
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Figure 1: Aspect of the palmar area after exposure to water.
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